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involves finding the causes, creating an
environment of confidence and optimism, and

using the means to resolve the conflict. However,
the more acute the conflict takes, the more likely

it is to transform into a destructive conflict.
Destructive conflict, as the name implies, leads to

the destruction, death, elimination of the
relationship. In this regard, it is necessary to take

measures to reduce the impact of destructive
conflicts. Modern conflictology distinguishes the

following types of destructive conflicts: - between
spouses - between an employee and a manager -

between subordinates - between teachers and
students - between doctors and patients - between
supervisors and subordinates - between students
and teachers - etc. 3. deviations from the norm in
behavior. Every person has his or her own norms

of behavior. Sometimes a person's behavior
deviates from accepted norms; such deviant
behavior is usually called deviant behavior.

Deviant behavior does not always manifest itself
explicitly; it can be in violation of accepted norms

and rules, such as: - rudeness, irritability,
conflictedness - Disrespect for elders -

Disobedience, impudence - Self-will, willfulness -
deceit, subterfuge - deceit, insincerity -

egocentrism, selfishness - greed, avarice -
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laziness, listlessness, passivity - disorganization,
indiscipline - disrespect for parents, elders -
thoughtlessness, carelessness - promiscuity,
inability to control oneself - cruelty - greed -

restlessness - disobedience - laziness -
aggressiveness - pugnacity - insecurity -

withdrawal, aloofness - increased fatigue -
depression - irritability, irritability - sleep problems
- loss of appetite - digestive problems - decreased
libido - decreased physical activity - headaches -

increased sweating - skin diseases - urinary
system problems - menstrual disorders - hormonal

disorders - low resistance to infections - allergic
reactions
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describe
SimpleCi::Commands::Ci::RemoveMetadata do

include_context 'bootstrap_simple_ci' let(:ci_dir) {
::File.expand_path '..', __dir__ } let(:project_name)

{ "simple-ci" } describe '#execute' do context
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'when the target is a project' do let(:command) {
remove_metadata } context 'when the metadata

exists' do let(:metadata_path) { ci_dir,
project_name,'metadata' } it'removes the

metadata' do expect(File).to
receive(:exist?).with(metadata_path)

command.execute end end context 'when the
metadata does not exist' do let(:metadata_path) {
ci_dir, project_name,'metadata_path' } it 'does not

remove the metadata' do expect(File).not_to
receive(:exist?).with(metadata_path)

command.execute end end end context 'when the
target is an directory' do let(:command) {

remove_metadata } context 'when the metadata
exists' do let(:metadata_path) { ci_dir,

project_name,'metadata' } it 'deletes the
metadata' do expect(File).to receive(:exist?).with(
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